THE CENTRAL BANK
OF THE BAHAMAS

Introduces
the first denomination
in its CRISP*
family of banknotes

CRISP $10

*CRISP - Counterfeit Resistant Integrated Security Product

New features

1. Watermark and highlighted image
2. Colour shifting thread with text
3. Blue metallic foil
4. Large numeral with extra tactility
5. Metallic figure
6. See-through feature
7. Gold Iridescent band
New features have been incorporated onto the new design as follows:

1. **Watermark and highlighted image**
   When held against the light the portrait of HM Queen Elizabeth II and a highlighted area showing the denomination "10" can be seen.

2. **Colour shifting thread with text**
   The security thread comes to the surface at regular intervals and its colour shifting metallic sheen can be observed changing from red to green when tilted. The complete thread is only visible when viewed against the light and reads “BAHAMAS”.

3. **Blue metallic foil** in the shape of a sand dollar with the Bahama Islands overprinted in red.

4. **Large numeral with extra tactility**
   Facilitates the handling by the visually impaired.

5. **Metallic figure** composed of highly reflective metallic ink with a bold embossed design in the shape of circles.

6. **See-through feature**
   When the banknote is held against the light a complete design showing a sand dollar can be seen.

7. **Gold Iridescent band**
   A band printed with iridescent gold ink where repeated images of a sand dollar can be seen on the reverse of the note.